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Testing Anti-Mullerian Hormone to Determine Egg Quality
By Scott Roseff, MD
The fundamental concept of the word
appropriate is- compared to what?
How do we know how to compare (in the
IDEA) what is appropriate and what is
not appropriate (inappropriate)?
Let me disclose again that I am not an attorney and I am not a legal scholar by any
stretch of the imagination.
OVARIAN RESERVE describes a woman's capacity to produce a reasonable quantity
of good quality eggs. Of course, measuring a woman's ovarian reserve is very important
in determining why someone may not be getting pregnant, as well as in finding out the
ease (if she has good eggs) or difficulty (if she has poor eggs) with which a pregnancy
may be realized. LEARN MORE

Upcoming Webinars:
All Webinars are held from
7:30 - 8:30 PM EST
***Register*** : September 24, 2015
Maneuvers: Planning before Complaining
***Register*** October 7, 2015 Changing the IEP to Get More Help at School
***Register*** October 21, 2015
Appealing Due Process

COMING SOON: EGG FREEZING WITH DR. MARK PERLOW
Email for Details

Joie de vivre (Joy of Life) with a side order of ugh.. or
Maneuvers: Planning before Complaining
By Brice Palmer
First, my apologies for the delay of this article.
The last few weeks have given me a roller
coaster ride of ups and downs in the emotional
sense.
It all started with researching my old client files
and old COPAA discussion list conversations
for this series of articles about reading cases, writing complaints, and finding ways to
resolve our differences with the school district. I wanted to see what sorts of problems
over the years that parents have had with advocating for their children's special
education. Of course none of this is a scientific or even a complete bit of research. My
client files reach back to 1996 through today, which spans the 1975 Education for All
Handicapped Children Act (EAHCA), IDEA 1997, and IDEA 2004.
LEARN MORE

ANNOUNCEMENTS
INCIID has moved from Arlington to Burke Virginia.
In discussions with the US Postal Service about our mail, we
discovered forwarding mail has been sporadic. If you sent us an IVF application, a donation, a
letter or anything after July 1, 2014, please re-send it and email us to let us know. We are sorry for
the inconvenience our move caused.

Find a Reproductive Endocrinologist
or other Fertility Specialist in your area.
Search by state or Zip Code

Need IVF ? Read about the INCIID IVF Scholarship Program".
Read the FAQ and download the application HERE
Join our mailing list

Make a Dream Come True with an
IVF Scholarship
INCIID Inc.

DONATE

5765 F Burke Centre Parkway
Box 330
Burke, Virginia 22015

Make a Dream Come True - IVF
Scholarships

703.379.9178
With INCIID you are never alone.

STAY CONNECTED

